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Stellar Formation and Evolution
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http://www.astro.ncu.edu.tw/~wchen/Courses/Stars/Default.htm
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What is a “star”?
How hot is the surface of the Sun?  How is this known?  The Sun is gaseous, so how come it has a “surface”?
How hot is the center of the Sun?  How is this known? 
How long can the Sun remain as a  shining body?  How is this known?
Describe the radial structure of the Sun.  How is this know?
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For an extensive listing of books on “stars” …  http://www.ericweisstein.com/encyclopedias/books/Stars.html

Course Goals
• To know the properties of various phases of the interstellar matter;
• To understand how stars form out of molecular clouds; under what conditions;
• To understand the physical properties of stars, and to know how these properties change with time as a star evolves;
• To understand the basic physics underlying complex stellar evolution models;
• To know how to interpret observational parameters of stars; 
• To understand how stars of different masses evolve and what the end products of their evolution are.
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Stellar structure: balance of forcesStellar evolution: (con)sequence of thermonuclear reactions in different parts of a star

Often used fundamental constants Physicalradiation density constant    7.55 × 10-16 J m-3 K-4 velocity of light                        3.00 × 108 m s-1 gravitational constant            6.67 × 10-11 N m2 kg-2ℎ Planck’s constant                    6.62 × 10-34 J sBoltzmann’s constant            1.38 × 10-23 J K-1 mass of electron                     9.11 × 10-31 kgmass of hydrogen atom        1.67 × 10-27 kgAvogardo’s number               6.02 × 1023 mol-1
 Stefan Boltzmann constant  5.67 × 10-8 W m-2 K-4 (= ac/4) gas constant (k/mH)               8.26 × 103 J K-1 kg-1   charge of electron                1.60 × 10-19 C

Check out   http://pdg.lbl.gov/2006/reviews/astrorpp.pdf
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AstronomicalL Solar luminosity      3.86 x 1026 WM Solar mass                                1.99 x 1030 kgTeff Solar effective temperature  5780 KTc Solar Central temperature    1.6 x 107 K (theoretical)R Solar radius                               6.96 x 108 mm apparent mag of Sun              −26.7 mag (V)   M absolute mag of Sun              +4.8 mag (V)θ apparent size of Sun               32’< >        mean density of Sun             1.4 g cm-3(B-V) Color of the Sun                      0.6 magParsec  (unit of distance)                     3.09 x 1016 m
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Properties of Stars

• Luminosity [erg s-1] L = bolometric luminosity = power
• Spectral luminosity [erg s-1μm-1] Lλ dλ= －(c/ν2) dν

• flux [erg s-1 cm-2] f 
• flux density [erg s-1 cm-2 μm-1] fλ or fν 1 Jansky (Jy) = 10 [erg s cm Hz ]  

f(v=0)=3640 Jy

• Brightness/intensity [erg s-1 cm-2 sr-1] B 
• Specific intensity [erg s-1 cm-2 sr-1 Hz-1] Iν
• Energy density [erg cm-3] u = (4 π/c) J 

J=mean intensity = (1/4π) ∫ I d Ω
• Magnitude … apparent, absolute, bolometric, AB

Vocabulary

 Jy =  10( . )/ .
= −2.5 log 3631 Jy
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Our Sun ---- the best studied star 
Penumbra

Umbra

granulation

Basic parameters to compare between theories and observations
Mass ( ) 
 Luminosity ( ) 
 Radius ( )
 Effective temperature (Te)
 Distance measured flux

Observable properties of stars

M, R, L and Te not independent- L and Teff Hertzsprung-Russell (HR) diagram or    color-magnitude diagram (CMD) - L and M      mass-luminosity relation
http://www.astrohandbook.com/links.html

L= 4    Te4 F = L /4  
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From wikipedia by Richard Powell based on Hipparcos
data and Gliese catalog 

For (nearby) star databases http://www.projectrho.com/public_html/starmaps/catalogues.php

https://www.cosmos.esa.int/web/gaia/news_20150807

Y

ℳJupiter ~0.001 ℳ☉Stars:M > 0.08 ℳ☉Brown Dwarfs:0.08 ℳ☉ > M > 13 ℳJPlanet-mass Objects:M < 13 ℳJ
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To measure the stellar distance
Nearest stars d > 1pc  p < 1”
 For a star at d=100 pc, p= 0.01”
 Ground-based observations angular resolution ~1“; HST has 0.05”
 Hipparcos measured the parallaxes of 105 bright stars with p~0.001“  reliable distance determinations for stars up to d=100 pc
 ~100 stars with good parallax distances

Preliminary Version of the Third Catalogue of 
Nearby Stars 

Gliese & Jahreiss (1991)

CDS catalog number: V/10A
2964/3803 complete entries GAIA will measure 109 stars! 

In most cases, the distance is estimated 
 Stars with the same spectra are assumed to have identical set of physical parameters (spectroscopic parallax).  For example, a G2V star should have the same absolute magnitude as the Sun. 
 By comparison of the apparent brightness of an object with the known brightness of that particular kind of objects                − = 5 log  − 5 +  is usually unknown; it depends on the intervening dust grains that scatter and absorb the star light, and also depends on the distance to the object
 Main-sequence fitting; moving-cluster method; Cepheid variables
 Other methods for Galactic molecular clouds, galaxies, etc.
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To measure the stellar size
 Angular diameter of sun at 10 pc = 2R/10pc  = 5 × 10 radians = 10 arcsec
 Even the HST (0.05”) barely capable of measuring directly the sizes of stars, except for the nearest supergiants
 Radii of ~600 stars measured with techniques such as interferometry, (lunar) occultation or for eclipsing binaries
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Beaver & Eitter (1979)

White et al (2013)

Optical interferometery CHARA

Lunar occultation 

To measure the stellar temperature
What is Teff?  What is the “surface” of a star?
What is T anyway?  Temperature is often defined by other physical quantities through an equation (“law”) (by radiation or by particles)blackbody, radiation, color, excitation, ionization, kinetic, electron, conductive ...
 Only in thermal equilibrium are all these temperatures the same.
 Photometry (spectral energy distribution) gives a rough estimate of T, e.g., fluxes/magnitudes measured at different wavelengths, such as the “standard” Johnson system UBVRI
 There are many photometric systems, using broad bands, intermediate bands, special bands, at optical or infrared  wavelengths, etc.

Band U B V R I
λ/nm 365 445 551 658 806
∆λ/nm 66 94 88 138 149
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≡  
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Running (slope) between B and Vbands, i.e., the ( − ) color (index)
 photospheric temperatureThe larger the value of ( − ), the redder (cooler) the star.

LeBlanc
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 Calibration for −  =  ( )
 The observed ( − ) must be corrected for interstellar extinction in order to derive the stellar intrinsic ( − )0
More accurate determination of T by spectra and stellar atmosphere models, e.g., the Kurucz’s model

( − )☉ =  0.656 ±  0.005
Color Excess = ( − )obs – ( − )int

Sloan Digital Sky Survey 

A special (line) filter
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Different temperature, elements (at different excitation and ionization levels)  different set of spectral lines
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Line ratios  Temperature

I   --- neutral atoms; II  --- ionized once; III --- ionized twice; …  e.g., H I = H0 … H II = H+ … He III = He+2 … Fe XXVI = Fe+25

Hot stars --- peaked at short wavelengths (UV); mainly He lines, some H lines Warm stars --- peaked in the visible wavelengths; H lines prominent Cool stars --- peaked at long wavelengths (IR); molecular lines/bands 
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Oppenheimer et al. 1998

Brown dwarfs and Planetary ObjectsL, T and Y types

http://www.exoclimes.com/paper-outlines/exoplanets-and-brown-dwarfs-ii/

Brown dwarfs and Planetary Objects
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Using imaging photometry (time saving) to trace spectral features 

http://spiff.rit.edu/classes/phys440/lectures/color/sdss_color_color_b.gif

One of the SDSS color-color diagrams
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Stahler & Palla

T dwarfs are blue in IR.

To measure the stellar luminosity
Absolute Magnitude M defined as apparent magnitude of a star if it were placed at a distance of 10 pc –   =  5 log ( pc) –  5 But there is extinction …      –   =  5 log ( pc) –  5 +  
Bolometric magnitude – the absolute magnitude integrated over all wavelengths. We define the bolometric correction
Bolometric Correction  =   –   is a function of the spectral type (min at the F type, why?)  and luminosity of a star.That is, we can apply BC (always negative, why?) to a star to estimate its luminosity (from the photosphere).   

⊙ = +4.74
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Apparent Magnitude = −2.5 log Flux + ZeroPoint- The Vega system: 0.0 mag (latest ~0.3 mag) at every Johnson band - Gunn system: no Vega; use of F subdwarfs as standards (metal poor so smooth spectra), e.g., BD + 17 4708- The AB  system: - STMAG system: used for HST photometrySTMAG = −2.5 log − 21.1
AB = −2.5 log − 48.60

Allen’s Astrophysical Quantities (4th edition)
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Allen’s Astrophysical Quantities (4th edition)

Allen’s Astrophysical Quantities (4th edition)
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Carroll & Ostelie

Carroll & Ostelie
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Carroll & Ostelie

Carroll & Ostelie
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Carroll & Ostelie

Carroll & Ostelie
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Strai ̌ys & Kuriliene (1981)

Strai ̌ys & Kuriliene (1981)
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Strai ̌ys & Kuriliene (1981)

Allen’s Astrophysical Quantities (4th edition)1 Jansky =  10  erg s  cm Hz= 1.51 × 10  photons s m ∆λ λ⁄
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Band / (m=0) Referenceμm JyU 0.36 0.15 1810 Bessel (1979)B 0.44 0.22 4260 Bessel (1979)V 0.55 0.16 3640 Bessel (1979)R 0.64 0.23 3080 Bessel (1979)I 0.79 0.19 2550 Bessel (1979)J 1.26 0.16 1600 Campins, Reike, & Lebovsky (1985)H 1.60 0.23 1080 Campins, Reike, & Lebovsky (1985)K 2.22 0.23 670 Campins, Reike, & Lebovsky (1985)g 0.52 0.14 3730 Schneider, Gunn, & Hoessel (1983)r 0.67 0.14 4490 Schneider, Gunn, & Hoessel (1983)i 0.79 0.16 4760 Schneider, Gunn, & Hoessel (1983)z 0.91 0.13 4810 Schneider, Gunn, & Hoessel (1983)
https://www.astro.umd.edu/~ssm/ASTR620/mags.html

Allen’s Astrophysical Quantities (4th edition)
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Exercise

Sirius, the brightest star in the night sky, has been measured  = −1.47, = −1.47. The star has an annual parallax of 0.379"/yr.

1. What is its distance in parsec?  

2. What is its absolute V-band magnitude?

3. From the absolute magnitude, what spectral type can be inferred for 
Sirius?

4. From the observed (B-V) color, what spectral type can be inferred?

5. What kinds of uncertainties/assumptions are associated with the 
above estimations?

http://simbad.u-strasbg.fr/simbad/

SIMBAD Astronomical Database
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To measure the stellar mass
 Stellar mass difficult to measure, direct measurements, except the Sun, only by binary systems(but uncertain even for these, why?)
 Then one gets the mass-luminosity relationwhere the slope α =3 to 5, depending on the mass range 
 The main-sequence (MS) is a sequence of stellar mass under hydrostatic equilibrium 
Why are lower mass stars cooler on the surface and fainter in luminosity?

 ∝  

Mmax ~120 M☉Mmin ~ 0.008 M☉Lmax ~ 10+6 L☉Lmin ~ 10–4 L☉
Iben (2013)
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Luminosity class and surface gravity            log  = log GM/R2
• Betelgeuse … (M2 I) log  ≈ −0.6 [cgs]
• Jupiter … log  = 3.4  
• Sun (G2 V) … log  = 4.44 
• Gℓ229B … (T6.5) log  ≈ 5 
• Sirius B… (WD) log  ≈ 8 

Lang “Data”
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Exercise

1. What is the spectral type of Alpha Scorpii? 

2. What is its apparent magnitude?  Expected absolute magnitude?  
Bolometric luminosity?

3. What is its distance estimated from its apparent magnitude?  Measured 
directly by parallax?  Why do these differ?

4. What is the expected diameter of the star in km, in R☉ and in AU?  
What is then the expected angular diameter seen from Earth?  Can it be 
resolved by the HST?

(Always show your work clearly, and cite the references.)

To measure the stellar abundance
 By spectroscopy
 Stellar composition X,Y, Z = mass fraction of  H, He and all other elements (“metals”)    Z: metallicity         X+Y+Z=1
 Solar abundance:  X = 0.747; Y = 0.236; Z = 0.017
 One often compares the iron abundance of a star to that of the sun.  Iron is not the most abundant (only 0.001), but easy to measure in spectra.  Why?

Data from: Katharina Lodders (2003)  ApJ, 591, 1220

log ( )
☉

= −4.33i.e., 1 iron atom for 20,000 H atoms[ ]⁄ ≈ log ⊙⁄
[Fe H] =  log NN − log NN ☉
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Edvardsson et al. (1993)

Galactocentric Distance

Younger stars tend to be more metal-rich. Stars older than 10 Gyr almost all have [Fe/H] ≲ − 0.5; stars younger than 5 Gyr have [Fe/H] ≳ −0.5.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abundance_of_the_chemical_elements

Cosmic element factories --- the Big Bang, stellar nucleosynthesis, supernova explosions, and compact mergers
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To measure the stellar age
 Very tricky.   Often one relies on measurements of Mv, Teff,  [Fe/H], and then uses some kind of theoretically computed isochrones to interpolate the age (and mass)
 Crude diagnostics include 
 Lithium absorption line, e.g., 6707A 
 Chromospheric activities, e.g., X-ray or Ca II emission
 Evolving off the main sequence

… hence subject to large uncertainties
References: Edvardsson et al., 1993, A&A, 275, 101Nordström et al., 2004, A&A, 418, 989

Stahler

A PMS (young) star
An MS star of the same spectral type
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Colina+96

Cohen+92

Check out Aumann+84 for discovery of debris materials by IRAS.

I V UR B

Paschen limit 820.4 nm1 = 1.22⁄

Balmer limit 364.6 nm1 = 2.74⁄
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Bertelli et al, 2008, A&A, 484, 815 http://stev.oapd.inaf.it/

Pre-main sequence evolutionary models (tracks)

Stellar populations
 Population I ……. Stars in the Galactic disk; like the Sun; metal rich
 Population II ….. Stars like those in the globular clusters; metal poor
 Population III …. Stars formed in the early universe; perhaps very hot and luminous; metal free

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metallicity
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30 kpc

2 kpc☉ disk
halo

bulge

Typical properties of Stellar Populations in the Milky Way

Population I Population II

very young young old very old

Scale height [kpc] 60 100 500 2000

Σw [km s−1] 8 10 25 75

Z > 0.02 0.01 0.005 <0.002

Age (rel. to the Universe) <0.05 0.25 0.75 1

Distribution generally in aggregates spherical

Mould 1982 ARA&A, 20, 91

Age and metallicity
for open clusters

Radial abundance 
gradient in the disk
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Star clusters are good laboratories to study stellar evolution, because member stars in a star cluster  
 are (almost) of the same age; 
 are (almost) at the same distance; 
 evolve in the same Galactic environments;
 have the same chemical composition;  
 are dynamical bound.Two distinct classes: 
globular clusters (100+ in the MW)
open clusters (a few 103 known in the MW)How do these two classes differ in terms of shape, size, spatial distribution, number of member stars, and stellar population?

Open Clusters     102 to 103 member stars; ~10 pc across; loosely bound; open shape; young population I; located mainly in spiral arms; >1000 open clusters known in the MWGlobular Clusters     105 to 106 member stars; up to 100 pc across; tightly  bound; centrally concentrated; spherical shape; old population II; located in the Galactic halo; 200 globular clusters known in the MW
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Stars in M80 are mostly old, metal poor members of Population II.

Bradt “Astrophysics Processes”
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De Zeeuw +1999

OB associations in the solar neighborhood

http://www.astro.caltech.edu/~george/ay127/
readings/KraussChaboyer2003.pdf

Best fit = 13.2 +/- 1.5 Gyr

Range of possible GC ages (Chaboyer & Krauss 2003)
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Globular Clusters in M31

http://www.robgendlerastropics.com/M31NMmosaicglobs.html 


